What is a Microboard?
What is a Microboard?

A Microboard is a small group of people who come together around one person with a disability to support them to live a big, full, meaningful life.
Each Microboard is Different

Some microboards help people self-direct their waiver services.
Some microboards help people think about their lives and achieve their dreams.
Helping People Identify their Hopes and Dreams

PATH
Planning Alternative Tomorrows with Hope

MAPS
Making Action Plans
The Power of Graphics
After the Person Centered Plan

A small group of people **commits** to helping the focus person achieve the vision of the plan

->The group can incorporate as a small organization (**microboard**)

->The group can remain an informal collection of people (**circle of support**)
Keeping the Group Together

- The microboard or circle of support meets regularly
- The group continues to work towards the person’s goals, sets new goals
- The group continues to recruit new group members to broaden the person’s circle
Georgia Microboards Association:

- Provides guidance to the group throughout each step of the process
- Facilitates the person centered plan
- Provides ongoing support, training, and technical assistance to the group as long as the group is together
Chris Friends in Faith

- Serve on a mission trip
- Start a micro-enterprise
Contact Us

Ryan Johnson
Executive Director
ryan@gamicroboards.org
678-614-6985